Courses Offered

Arts, Science and Humanities

- Undergraduate Courses
  - B.A.
  - B.Com.
  - B.Des.
  - B.Sc.
  - B.Tech.
  - M.A.
  - M.Sc.
  - M.Com.

- Post Graduate Courses
  - M.Sc.
  - M.Com.
  - M.A.

Engineering

- Undergraduate Courses
  - B.E.
  - B.Tech.
  - B.Arch.
  - B.M.Tech.
  - B.Sc.
  - B.C.A.

- Post Graduate Courses
  - M.E.
  - M.Tech.
  - M.B.A.

Architecture

- Undergraduate Courses
  - B.Arch.
  - B.A.

- Post Graduate Courses
  - M.Arch.

Research

- M.Phil. and Ph.D. in all Arts, Science & Humanities and Ph.D. in all Engineering disciplines.

Placements

- 643 PLACEMENTS
- 81 COMPANIES FOR PLACEMENTS
- 60 On-Campus Interviews
- 21 Off-Campus Interviews

Placement & Training Cell

- A dedicated career development cell with experienced faculty, rich in domain expertise to instil skills expected by the companies.
- The career development cell makes an imperative move to nurture the students and make them employable.
- Various training programs are offered which include English Language Enhancement, Soft Skills, and Technical Skills Development.
- Eminent personalities from the industry and alumni are invited to interact with the students and share their experience and expertise in a wide spectrum of domains.
- Special scholarships are awarded for the students who perform well in the placements.

Eligibility: Pass in NATA, Minimum 50% aggregate in 10+2 (any stream) or equivalent level with Mathematics compulsorily as one of the subjects.

Scholarship is available for meritorious students.
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On-Campus

- Placement & Training Cell
  - Skills Development. The team envisages to develop leadership qualities among students.
  - Various training programs are offered which include English Language Enhancement, Soft Skills, and Technical Skills Development.
  - Eminent personalities from the industry and alumni are invited to interact with the students and share their experience and expertise in a wide spectrum of domains.

Off-Campus

- A dedicated career development cell with experienced faculty, rich in domain expertise strive to instill skills expected by the companies.
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Your Journey

Get Wings
Karpagam University was founded with the vision of introducing value based education that enriches the knowledge and skill of the students. The institution aims to impart education in a supportive environment for the growth of education. Our comprehensive teaching-learning methodologies ensure knowledge transfer transcending all the six levels of modified Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Vision

The University shall instill originality in the learning habits, impart quality and value based education and engage in research and development with the noble objective of creating unique men and women to serve and society.

Mission

- To motivate the students to acquire skills and develop creativity with an innovative attitude.
- To achieve perfection in consistency in every activity.
- To empower rural and disadvantaged sections for the upliftment.
- To invest products that are useful to the society in the healthcare sector.
- To impart value based education in order to shape the student into a responsible citizen.

A few reasons why you would Prefer Karpagam

- Well experienced and trained faculty including 119 Doctors and their dedicated services.
- State-of-the-art lab to enhance their English Communication Skills.
- Personality development of the students. State-of-the-art language lab to enhance their English Communication Skills.
- Visiting faculty from premier Institutions like IIM, IISc, IIT, NIT, etc.,.
- Excellent research labs equipped with latest equipment and gadgets.
- Well experienced and trained faculty including 110 Doctorates and 1200 Post Doctoral Fellows.
- State-of-the-art laboratories and Wi-fi enabled campus with 1Gbps network connection.
- A vibrant Karpagam Research Centre marching towards fruition of their research objectives.
- A well-established Karpagam University Instrumentation Facility (KUIF) conducts training programmes for Research Scholars / Students on analytical instruments regularly.
- University Research Fellowship (URF) by Karpagam University.
- Excellent infrastructure equipped with latest equipment and facilities.
- Excellent faculty team known for their dedication and research achievements.
- Modern classrooms with visual teaching aids.
- A core curriculum and teaching-learning methods ensure knowledge transfer transcending all the six levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy.
-Teaching staff, Karpagam University is setting a new benchmark in the educational sphere.
- Contemporary infrastructure, modern teaching methodologies, well-trained teaching personnel and the best faculty have always been the prime agenda of KU. With the enrolment of 6000 students and over 750 teaching & non-teaching staff, Karpagam University is setting a new benchmark in the educational sphere.
- The Institution strongly believes in education that enriches the knowledge and skill of the students.
- The Centre for Academic Industry Relations (CAIR) provides an excellent environment and guidance for research, with more than Rs. 2 Crore worth Government funded (DBT/DST/ICMR) projects for proven research.

Amenities

Library

A Modern state-of-the-art library complex of 70,000 sq. ft. with 110,000 volumes of book, 3000 journals and magazines.

Smart Class Rooms

Through smart class rooms the subjects are taught with feed, graphics and multimedia animation which makes the understanding proper. Teaching sessions are also conducted using interactive Video Streaming (IVS) methodology for better comprehension.

CAIR

The Centre for Academic Industry Relations (CAIR) provides a vibrant environment for research scholars and students for internship to enhance our students skill development. The Centre for Academic Industry Relations (CAIR) provides a vibrant environment for research scholars and students for industrial training by offering consultancy services & assisting their R&D activities etc.,. Hostels - A Home away Home

Separate hostels for boys and women are available within the campus to make their stay comfortable while being away from home. The rooms are spacious and equipped with all the required facilities. The boys and girls hostel can accommodate 2000 and 750 students respectively.